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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Role of this document 

1.1.1 The Transport Act 2000 (and corresponding legislation in Scotland) requires each local 
transport authority to develop a bus information strategy.  The purpose of these interim 
Good Practice Guidelines is to assist local authorities in discharging this duty and to provide 
advice on how a high standard of public transport information at bus stops might be secured.  
This work is different from earlier studies in that instead of focussing on the design for a 
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particular urban area or prestige scheme it is attempting to address requirements for the 
majority of printed displays across the whole country.  It is also timely in that the completion 
of local authority timetable data at a bus-stop level is due for completion at the end of the 
calendar year 2004. 

1.1.2 These interim Good Practice Guidelines are being produced in the context of the Traffic 
Commissioners’ ‘vision’ of having service publicity on display at all bus stops, although it is 
not felt that this is feasible because of the maintenance costs involved in achieving this 
across the nation’s 340,000 bus stops.  These interim Guidelines do not give criteria for 
judging which stops should have timetables, given limited resources, although it is expected 
that as a general rule all main stops and all stops that are timing points should have 
timetables displayed at the stop.  There are some stops that are mainly used by passengers 
to alight from the bus and other stops are used only for, say, school contract services.  
Generally, these would not require bus stop information on display.  Therefore, full coverage 
may involve timetable displays at 90% of bus stops.  However, many areas in the UK have 
less than 30% of their bus stops with up-to-date bus timetable information.  Despite much 
interest in real time information there is still an important role for printed information at bus 
stops. 

1.1.3 A bus information strategy, together with a bus strategy, will form part of the local transport 
authority’s Local Transport Plan (LTP).  Guidance from the DTLR on the preparation of full 
LTPs was issued in March 2000 and Guidance on the second round of five-year LTPs will be 
issued soon.  In short, the guidance encouraged local authorities to develop a strategy for 
ensuring that appropriate public transport information is available in their area, through a 
variety of media, whether produced by Local Authorities, operators or others. 

1.1.4 The Transport Act 2000 puts LTPs on a statutory basis and creates a duty for local transport 
authorities (county councils, non-Metropolitan unitary councils and Passenger Transport 
Authorities) to work with bus operators to ensure the availability of local bus information, if 
necessary by stepping in to provide it themselves. 

1.1.5 Timetables also fall within the scope of the Disability Discrimination Act 1995 (the DDA).  The 
Act makes it unlawful for service providers to discriminate against disabled people.  Although 
transport services fall within the scope of Part V of the DDA, the provision of information is a 
service that is covered by Part III.  It is therefore necessary to make appropriate 
arrangements to provide information - to ensure that disabled people, including blind and 
partially sighted people, can access the service. 

1.1.6 Because of the bus information strategy requirement of the Transport 2000 Act any national 
guidelines have to be reached by agreement and consensus, since the overriding government 
policy is to allow bus information provision to be driven by local initiatives.  Therefore, 
adoption of national standards is only possible if they are seen to meet local requirements. 

1.1.7 Decisions are ultimately a matter for individual local authorities, but these interim Good 
Practice Guidelines are intended to assist authorities in meeting their responsibilities and in 
complying with the statutory frameworks of the Transport Act and the DDA.  It is recognised 
that research is needed to fully test usability of particular types of layout and content to 
develop a full Code of Good Practice which is robust and complies with both the Transport Act 
2000 and DDA. 

1.2 The Context of printed information at bus stops – Serving the Customer 
1.2.1 The initiative taken by ATCO recognises the importance of information at the bus stop to the 

traveller: research by local government and public transport operators confirms the 
expectation of bus travellers to have up-to-date and easy-to-use information, particularly 
describing the services and departure times of all buses calling at the stop.  Also, it is 
acknowledged that at the moment there is increasing diversification on the formats and 
design of this information, as transport authorities move away from the traditional matrix 
timetable presentation, and attempt to show the information in a format that is more tailored 
to each individual stop.  Indeed, the Transport Act 2000 encourages local consultation and 
local initiative in what information should be provided.  Therefore, current government policy 
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suggests that bus stop information should primarily meet a local requirement to best suit the 
pattern of services in any given area. 

1.2.2 Nevertheless, in an increasingly mobile society it is in the interest of the public transport 
sector to ensure that visitors to an area do not have difficulty learning how to use the local 
public transport system.  This ATCO initiative will help the industry move towards a common 
set of designs which acknowledge the different requirements of the whole spectrum of areas, 
from rural to metropolitan areas, whilst recognising that the passenger's ability to interpret 
information remains the same irrespective of the complexity of the service.  Therefore, any 
learnt procedures in one area can be put to good use if they can be applied to any new area 
that they visit.  Certainly, this is evident when travelling in many different cities in northern 
European countries. 

1.3 The Timing of these Interim Guidelines – Why Now is the right time to address this 
issue 

1.3.1 As well as the urgency of the requirement for completion of local authority timetable data at 
a bus-stop level, already mentioned above, there are other reasons for addressing the issue 
now.  One of these is the fact that there is a significant change occurring in how bus stop 
information is being produced.  Prior to the 1990s bus stop information was compiled either 
by cutting-and-pasting existing printed material or by printing matrix timetables specifically 
for bus stop information.  It used the matrix timetable because there was no facility for one-
off printing.  With the introduction of computers linking databases with desk-top publishing 
systems it was possible to provide stop-specific information, and examples were gradually 
introduced from 1990.  In parallel with this there was interest being shown in electronic 
scheduling systems, and by the late 1990s these were being adopted by the major bus 
groups.  From this came the possibility of linking scheduling systems with an output to 
produce the bus stop information on a stop-specific basis.  This was further enhanced with 
the development of databases for journey-planning systems, and this formed another means 
of linking databases with output for bus stop information.  In the mid 1990s industry 
recognised the importance of transferring data from various sources to produce not only 
printed timetable books and leaflets but also roadside information.  It developed the ATCO 
.cif standard to ensure that data could be exchanged between different systems.  Recently, 
this has been further enhanced by the DfT with the introduction of the electronic registration 
of services and the introduction of the TransXChange XML-based protocol. 

1.3.2 The common standards associated with XML means that the move towards database 
publishing systems will be further enhanced, resulting in even more imaginative design 
formats being possible, to be produced with an automated process.  However, increased 
diversity in design is only justified if the passenger finds the information easier to use in the 
context in which it is presented.  This document attempts to provide interim Guiding 
Principles of what the industry believes the passenger wants.  At a later stage it is hoped to 
be possible to produce some accepted templates that meet these requirements: it would 
then be both efficient and good practice to have some common design standards. 

1.3.3 This Paper deals with the presentation of bus stop information as published information.  
Increasingly, other electronic media are being used to present similar information.  It is for 
the user to decide the media of their choice, and for the transport authority to decide the 
most cost-effective means of supplying the information. 

1.3.4 As the process of producing the information is increasingly automated it is suggested that a 
large proportion of the cost of providing bus-stop information is its distribution across the 
bus stop network and the ongoing process of cleaning, maintaining and monitoring the 
displays.  These costs are further increased where operators choose to revise their timetables 
a number of times a year.  Published information can normally remain in good condition for 
up to six months to a year, but as a result of service changes can require to be changed 
much more frequently (perhaps six times a year at any given stop, thereby increasing the 
cost).  In the longer term there will be this comparison between the process for maintaining 
bus stop information versus the reliability of electronic media to present it and easily update 
it. 
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1.3.5 At another level the introduction of the provisions of the DDA to public transport information 
means that the production of good practice guidelines is very timely.  It is our understanding 
that the DDA requires industry sectors to take a fresh look at what guidance already exists, 
whether it is up-to-date, consistent and comprehensive and whether there are overlaps and 
omissions, but that ultimately the courts will determine whether a service provider is in 
breach of DDA laws.  It therefore does not appear to us that any currently existing good 
practice document has the force of a ‘legal touchstone’ determining whether or not a service 
provider is in breach of DDA laws, but that together such ‘good practice’ documents 
constitute a body of general best practice, which could be referred to in specific legal court 
cases concerning compliance with the DDA.  It is therefore vitally important that new ‘good 
practice’ documents, particularly if they are issued by respected industry bodies and / or are 
intended to be widely accepted, are based on sound research into the real needs of users.  
Otherwise there will be a risk that what becomes accepted as ‘good practice’ is not actually 
appropriate for the majority of the industry’s customers. 

1.3.6 However, these interim Guidelines do make reference to existing well-known good practice 
documents, irrespective of their status, and these are as follows and are shown as Annexes 
to this Document: 

• Annex 1: Joint Committee on Mobility of Blind and Partially Sighted People 
Policy Statement on Public Transport Information, July 2000 

• Annex 2: RNIB – See it Right Information Pack:  section on Clear Print 

• Annex 3: “Inclusive Mobility”, produced by Department of Transport, formerly 
published as “Accessible Public Transport Infrastructure Guidelines for the 
Design of Interchanges, Terminals and Stops", sets out guidelines for service 
information at bus stops. 

• Annex 4: Legibility of Timetables, Books and Leaflets - A Code of Good 
Practice, DPTAC, February 1996 

• Annex 5: Code of Practice on Access and Mobility, Merseyside authorities, current - 
and updated regularly 

• Annex 6 Better Information for Bus Passengers - A Guide to Good Practice, 
Department of Transport, September 1996 

1.4 Scope and Status of Interim Guidelines 

1.4.1 These interim Good Practice Guidelines are concerned with roadside information at bus stops.  
They are not intended to provide guidance on information for services which are exclusively 
demand-responsive, for which the information requirements are different.  Their intended 
audience is both Local Authorities and Bus Operators.  It is anticipated that a subsequent 
paper may address the question of displays of bus service information at stations and of how 
displays at stops may be integrated with other forms of roadside information. 

1.4.2  A previous paper (Printed Public Transport Information - A Code of Good Practice’ Published 
by ATCO. First edition September 2002 and Revised 2003) addressed the question of printed 
material related principally to bus and tram services – primarily timetable booklets, leaflets 
and maps.  The provision of telephone and other media-based public transport information is 
being dealt with through the national traveline project.  traveline is a national service, 
currently delivered through more than 20 call centres throughout Great Britain, which 
provides multi-modal public transport information through a single national telephone 
number 0870 608 2 608 (and a national minicom service on 0870 241 2216). 

1.4.3 This paper has been prepared by ATCO (The Association of Transport Co-ordinating Officers); 
whilst representatives of CPT (The Confederation of Passenger Transport) and of relevant 
suppliers have also been given the opportunity to comment during its formulation.  The ATCO 
Information and Ticketing Sub-Committee were assisted in this work by public transport 
information specialists, John Austin and Peter Warman.  This process involved the holding of 
three specially-convened regional meetings at which ATCO and CPT members and 
representatives of suppliers were able to discuss the issues concerning the needs of users of 
printed information at bus stops that they felt were most important.  These discussions 

http://www.traveline.org.uk/
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particularly concerned ‘normal’ standard-size bus stop panels.  At these meetings strong 
views were expressed that further research was needed before a definitive Code of Good 
Practice could be issued. 

1.4.4 Once further research has been carried out, it is expected that the subsequent Code of Good 
Practice will be produced after consultation with CPT and with ATOC (Association of Train 
Operating Companies), DPTAC (The Disabled Persons Transport Advisory Committee) and 
LTUC (the London Transport Users Committee).  It is also intended that this subsequent full 
Code of Good Practice should be an effective replacement for and expansion of the 
Timetables at Stops section of the DPTAC Code of Good Practice for Legibility of Bus 
Timetables, Books and Leaflets, produced and published by the Committee in 1996, and 
shown as an Annex to this Document (Annex 4) 

1.4.5 This subsequent Code of Good Practice could have, as an Appendix, standard designs based 
on the Code.  These might include, for instance: 

• Appendix 1 – Sample Urban Stop Display (many services, many destinations) 

• Appendix 2 - Sample Urban / Interurban Stop Display (inbound, one destination only) 

• Appendix 3 – Sample Interurban Stop Display (outbound) 

• Appendix 4 - Sample Rural Stop Display 

2 CRITERIA FOR JUDGING A GOOD QUALITY PRESENTATION OF INFORMATION 

2.1 Simplicity and Straightforwardness 

2.1.1 It is essential that timetable information at stops is simple and straightforward so that it can 
reliably address the needs of most, if not all, travellers. 

2.2 Meeting specific requirements for information at bus stops 

2.2.1 Information at a bus stop performs three different needs 

• denoting access to the network (as the flag / signifier is itself information); 

• informing; and 

• confirming (providing reassurance). 

The appropriate balance between these will depend on the availability and accessibility of 
other information fulfilling the “informing” function (such as printed information or websites). 

It is also important that “reassuring” information is consistent throughout the journey, and 
that therefore bus stop information fulfilling this function is compatible with what the 
passenger is told or sees elsewhere on his journey. 

2.3 Providing answers to the customer’s travel requirements easily 
2.3.1 Some existing research indicates that the user’s first choice of information source is the bus 

stop1.  Therefore the bus stop must also be a location where the user can be guided to other 
sources of information when the bus stop cannot meet his information requirement. 

2.4 Allowing passengers to find answers to their main questions within about 8 seconds 
2.4.1 People do not expect to struggle to understand information at bus stops: most people are 

prepared to look at it for about 8 seconds.  If after this length of time, they have not been 
able to interpret some useful information for which they are searching they are very likely to 
give up trying.  However, if the material is designed in a format that guides their eyes to 
quickly finding a useful ‘starting point’ (e.g. a service number, then this will encourage users 
to look for more information and discover the ‘time when their next bus is due to leave from 
the stop for their service’, etc.).  The public have a short ‘attention span’ and tend to blame 

 
1 Research mentioned by both Arriva and Suffolk County Council during the production of these Interim Guidelines 
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the operators and transport authority, rather than themselves, if timetable publicity is 
difficult to understand. 

2.5 Giving a positive image of the bus and giving the impression / assurance of being 
accurate 

2.5.1 Accuracy and information-currency are seen as a minimum requirement.  Giving a positive 
image of the bus implies that stops should be kept free of graffiti, be well-maintained and 
present information in a well-designed format that is fit for purpose. 

2.6 Satisfying users 

2.6.1 The target audience of bus stop information will vary according to location and according to 
the characteristics of the people visiting or using that stop.  However, in general all the 
following four types of passenger below might use a bus stop (in this order of importance, 
though the first two types of passenger may be of equal importance), although the balance 
of the different types will vary between stops. 

• First time bus user 

• Infrequent bus user 

• Regular bus user, who has not used that particular bus stop before 

• Regular bus user, who needs less detailed information 

Therefore, information at bus stops must, in some way, meet the needs of all of them. 

2.6.2 In addition, satisfying users is also important in terms of achieving Best Value.  Best Value 
Indicators originate from the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, and the relevant ones in 
terms of bus stop information are: 

• BV 103: The percentage of respondents satisfied with local provision of public 
transport information. 

• BV 104: The percentage of all respondents satisfied with the local bus service. 

2.7 Orientated towards the needs of passengers 
2.7.1 The major focus of bus stop information must be on a sound understanding of the needs of 

the bus passenger. 

3 CONTENT OF INFORMATION AT THE STOP 

3.1 Requirements vary by location 
3.1.1 Location is an important determinant of what the passenger needs to know at bus stops, and 

there are niche locations that need different types of information.  Examples of different 
information needs at different locations are: 

1) Different bus services operating along a common corridor towards a city centre. 

Some of the services may terminate at the centre, others continue across the city.  Many 
passengers require the next bus to the city centre.  The information layout needs to 
make obvious the range of services that go along the common corridor to the centre and 
which is the next service that is expected.  

2) Different bus services operating along a common corridor away from city centre. 

The emphasis for these displays is to ensure the passenger can select easily the correct 
service or services for a particular destination. 

3) Single service with some minor variations in its route at different times of day 

This is often a requirement on lower frequency services and encourages the use of the 
traditional matrix timetable layout. 
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4) High Frequency bus service 

The requirement here is to promote the places served down route and the normal 
headway between buses and less emphasis is on individual departures from that stop 
apart from the first and last departure times of the day. 

3.2 Role of Template designs 
3.2.1 The fact that different parts of the network have requirements for different types of timetable 

layout means that a ‘template design’ approach may be appropriate as a way of addressing 
customer needs efficiently and helpfully.  This should be a further research item, but it is 
expected that the number of required template designs would be quite small - probably less 
than twelve different versions to suit the full range of bus stop locations. 

3.3 Specific Types of Template designs 

3.3.1 It is expected that each template design would include some minimum information, such as 
departure times, frequency (if on a frequent inbound route), the authority or operator logo 
and also the traveline logo and number.  Some providers of bus stop information would also 
want to include interchange information, including maps of stop clusters where appropriate.  
This may require the provision of bigger cases and better infrastructure at some locations. 

3.3.2 What is required at a specific stop may also be dependent on a number of different factors 
e.g.: 

• How often do services call at the stop? (every 10 minutes, every hour, once a week?) 
• Does Real time exist at the stop? (this can change what is needed on a timetable) 

• What service types pass the stop? (normal, express, Demand Responsive Transport 
(DRT), normal and express, normal and DRT, express and DRT) etc. 

• How many different services pass the stop (just one, more than one)? 

• How many 'routes' are served? (one or more - i.e. if all buses go to the town centre, if 
I get on the next bus, I know it will get me into the town centre) 

• How big is the display case? 

• Are there other stops in the local vicinity offering other bus services that might better 
suit the passenger’s requirements? 

3.3.3 Templates for Urban Areas would need to include the following: 

• Frequency rather than exact times, if an individual bus service operates with a 
headway of at least ‘every 10 minutes’ 

• Interchange options, including a ‘Where to board your Bus’ poster 

• Some form of route description and possibly a diagram 

• The times of the first and last departures for individual bus services calling at the 
stop.  

A telephone number and / or web address to find fares information for urban services is also 
highly desirable. 

3.3.4 For Rural Areas there are two types of rural timetable displays: the infrequent service and 
the interurban service.  Interurban is much the same as the urban display but may have to 
cope with route variants. 
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3.3.5 For infrequent services in the rural context the passenger needs to know about the return 
journey.  To some extent, particularly for evenings & Sunday services, this is also true of the 
interurban context.  Major areas of interest are: 

• Where the passenger can get to and by when 

• How to get back 

• Where to board the last bus for the day to make the return journey, etc 

3.3.6 For an infrequent rural service there is also a need to show the full timetable.  Matrix 
timetables are still appropriate as these show how different departures may have variation in 
route.  A summary of the main departures of a particular stop could also be shown together 
with the matrix timetable. 

3.4 Bus Stop Flags 
3.4.1 These are not covered by these Guidelines, but readers may wish to note that these are dealt 

with in the ‘Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions 2002’, (Statutory Instrument 
2002 No 3113).  Current regulations were introduced from 31st January 2003.  They are also 
dealt with in section 6.1.3 of ‘Inclusive Mobility: A guide to best practice on access to 
pedestrian and transport infrastructure.’  This was published by the Department for 
Transport Mobility & Inclusion Unit in 2002, and updated in 2004 (shown as Annex 3 to this 
Document). 

3.5  Name of Bus Stop Location and Direction of Travel 

3.5.1 It is recommended that all bus stops display the NaPTAN name or alias.  This may include 
the name of the locality and / or a nearby street.  There should be consistency between the 
name of the stop on the display and name of the stop as used elsewhere (e.g. in timetable 
leaflets or booklets). 

3.5.2 Readers will note that the Joint Committee document (Annex 1) states that showing the 
direction of travel is particularly important where the road network may appear illogical, for 
example owing to a one way system, or where there are a number of bus stops in close 
proximity. 

3.6 Route or Service Numbers operating from that stop 

3.6.1 Providing the Route or Service Numbers operating from that stop helps people identify 
whether, they are at the correct bus stop location and are waiting for the appropriate service. 

3.7 Operator and / or Route Branding 
3.7.1 The operator’s identity is an essential piece of information for users and should always be 

shown.  However, it should be noted that operator branding may sometimes be subsumed by 
local Network or route branding.  Giving operators their proper branding on timetable may 
avoid duplication of effort and publicity and it will be important to use the operator branding 
and logo in a way that is not inconsistent with the operator’s corporate image.  However, in 
doing this, care needs to be taken with use of colour, keeping it to the minimum consistent 
with clarity and good design under all lighting conditions.  Colour-coding of route branding on 
stops is not always possible, despite its proven value when marketing individual, high quality 
bus services. 

3.8 Destination and Intermediate Points 

3.8.1 It is important to show the final destination of individual bus services because this appears 
on bus blinds and therefore this information can help in identifying that the correct bus is 
being boarded.  Intermediate points have value if they are popular destinations or if the 
route is long, and may also help the user to orientate him/her self.  However, exactly which 
intermediate points are shown in any route description could depend on the location of the 
bus stop.  It should be noted that circular routes give a particular presentation challenge. 
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3.8.2 If a route description is given it should be consistent with names used in the timetable, and 
there should be a consistency of style of place descriptions with other sources. 

3.8.3 There should ideally be consistency between which points are shown on roadside timetables 
and which stops are shown in printed timetables: e.g. at stops points should not be shown 
which are not in printed timetables, and neither should points  which are in the printed 
timetables be omitted. 

3.8.4 The appropriate name (the “Common Name” in the National Public Transport Access Nodes 
(NaPTAN) database) should be used consistently for each point. 

3.8.5 The preferred format of a matrix timetable should have timing points displayed down the left 
side of the table followed by columns of timings for journeys.  Times should read down a 
vertical column, never up. 

3.8.6 Where a matrix timetable is used and where a journey does not call at every place shown in 
the column of timing points but calls only at some of them, it is preferable to show this by 
using a vertical line or downward pointing arrow in the column for that journey.  This helps 
the eye to read down rather than across. 

3.8.7 Title Case (i.e. capitalised initial letters, but otherwise lower case letters) should be used for 
destination and intermediate points, with terminals and principal points in bold.   

3.9 Departure Times 
3.9.1 Departure times are recognised as being a minimum requirement of bus stop information.  If 

possible, the time shown should be that at the particular stop: any interpolation of bus times 
at the stop should be consistent with those from other sources.  Where times are 
interpolated the simple rule of thumb is that, except at timing points, times should be a 
minute or two optimistic. 

3.9.2 If it not possible to show the stop-specific time, the time at the nearest timing point should 
be shown, together with some indication of the location of the stop in relation to that timing 
point. 

3.9.3 Where it is not possible to give individual times the first and last bus of the day for the 
particular service should be shown. The latter is particularly important. 

3.10 Frequency of services at that time of the day, and any variation according to the day 
3.10.1 An appropriate criterion for showing frequency rather than times (apart from the times of the 

first and last bus departures) is when the service is every 10 minutes or more frequent.  For 
less frequent services (or less frequent buses at particular times of day) individual times 
should still be shown. 

3.11 Days of Operation 
3.11.1 Days of Operation of the service should be shown.  It is recommended that, if possible, 

variations on Bank Holidays should also be shown.  There needs to be a positive statement 
about Bank Holidays as a minimum: Bank Holidays can have quite an important service, and 
in some areas may have an enhanced shopping service. 

3.11.2 Where journeys or diversions operate on schooldays only, some indication of school dates is 
also helpful to users, as some passengers will not be aware of when school holidays occur for 
local schools. 

3.12 Journey Times 

3.12.1 Journey Times from the stop are very useful for where there is a choice of route to a 
common main destination or main intermediate point. 

3.13 Information on Return Journey 
3.13.1 Some information on return journeys is helpful if this information is not available at the stop 

at the return location, though for reasons of space and comprehensibility this can only be 
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given for a few return locations, unless full matrix timetables are produced.  Times of Return 
Journeys may be important for some users in some locations, e.g. very infrequent rural 
services.  The time of the last bus back to the stop can also provide reassurance.  Where 
return information cannot be provided it is helpful to provide an indication of where that 
information can be obtained. 

3.14  Where the user can get to from this location 

3.14.1 Because of the passenger’s preference for bus services to go direct to a destination, rather 
than involve transfer en route, providing detailed information on which places the user can 
get to by bus from that stop is helpful for all bus stops.  This is particularly so in rural 
locations where the destinations served may be less obvious and the choices limited. 

3.15 Service Coverage 
3.15.1 It is important that where timing information is given at a bus stop, timings are provided for 

all services that stop there.  Where the stop and / or case is owned by the operator but 
timing information is not provided for all services, the Local Authority should seek agreement 
with the operator so as to ensure that information covering all services is provided.  Transfer 
of ownership of the stop / case to the local authority may be an option to pursue if 
agreement cannot otherwise be reached. 

3.16 Start & finish dates of the service, and changes since the last timetable 
3.16.1 The start date of the service timetable should be shown, even if the information is the same 

as was there before.  Information-providers will need to give consideration as to the form of 
words that is most helpful to passengers: ‘Last updated’ can cover a situation where the 
timings have changed as well as where they have not. 

3.16.2 Seasonal variations in timing lists can be very confusing.  It is preferable to display separate 
tables boldly headed, such as "Until 31 August 2001" or "From 1 September 2001". 

3.16.3 An end-date can be shown if the provider of the stop information is confident that it knows 
when the service will change, but it is recognised that in most cases end-dates will not be 
known. 

3.16.4 It is not considered that a summary of the route and service changes made since the last 
timetable was posted on the stop is helpful, in the way that a summary of changes is in 
respect of printed timetable literature.  However, advanced notice of proposed service 
changes is important with the proposed date of the change and summary details.  The new 
timetable should be in place within two days before the change in the operation. 

3.17 Reference numbers 

3.17.1 Timetable panel references may be helpful practice for content control and for dealing with 
queries. 

3.17.2 A bus stop code is essential to uniquely identify the stop: a unique SMS stop reference 
number can perform this function and will become increasingly important.  In the future bar 
codes may be useful for maintenance procedures. 

3.18 How the passenger pays 

3.18.1 It can be useful to give some indication of the procedure to follow when the passenger is 
required to pay the fare, as this is helpful for new users.  For example, variations can occur 
with regard to policies on ‘giving change’ and whether tickets need purchasing before 
boarding the bus.  

3.19 Phone Information Sources 

3.19.1 The principal traveline phone number (0870 608 2 608) and logo (where possible) should 
be featured in all stop displays, even where there is a local information line available as well, 
so that people learn how to obtain information wherever they are.  As traveline expands, it 

http://www.traveline.org.uk/
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will include information that will enable disabled people to find out about accessible local bus 
services.  The traveline textphone number (0870 241 2216) should also be shown clearly.  
traveline should also be promoted as the first number to phone if the user wants to 
complain about or query the non-appearance of a scheduled bus. 

3.19.2 Details of any local information line can also be given, if there is space.  Again, if space 
permits the web address of the local authority’s public transport website, and / or the web 
address of a bus operator can be given if these provide useful information. 

3.20 Use of Line-of-Route Diagrams 

3.20.1 Simple line-of-route diagrams to indicate final and intermediate destination can be helpful, 
where there is space, particularly if they provide additional information in a clear form (such 
as local features, interchanges, information offices, stations etc.).  Simplified line-of-route 
diagrams are helpful to many users.  Appropriate symbols (such as the double-arrow to 
indicate a railway station) or other pictorial images can usefully be incorporated, as can 
information about journey times between timing points. 

3.20.2 However, it may be very difficult to use these diagrams to show the many possible variations 
of service in some rural areas. 

3.20.3 Customer research may be able to indicate the best ways of using such diagrams to illustrate 
different types of routes.  Ideally, line-of-route route diagrams should show the line vertically 
allowing the printed names of stops to be displayed horizontally.  

3.21 Other Maps 
3.21.1 New and infrequent users may find route maps at stops helpful, but space considerations 

often mean that they cannot be provided at stops.  Maps will generally be associated with 
“How to get to” or “Where to catch your bus” information which should always be present at 
key centres and interchanges but is usually not included in the typical roadside case. 

3.21.2 Those commissioning maps should be aware of the current legislation regarding use of 
copyright basemaps, roadnames and rasterised GIS information, among others. 

3.22 Fares 
3.22.1 Fares information is generally appreciated by users, but it is difficult to provide consistently 

and comprehensibly, whilst space is often an issue preventing it being displayed.  There may 
also be a maintenance cost penalty if fares are changed more frequently than timetables.  
Where operators do not give change, fares information at stops assumes much higher 
importance.  In other circumstances, display of special fares and network-wide tickets etc 
may be an efficient use of limited space. 

3.22.2 Information-providers may wish to give consideration to display of fares information on line-
of-route diagrams at bus stops if this is feasible.  Also, a telephone number and web-site 
should be given where further information on local bus fares can be obtained. 

3.23 References to Local Authority 

3.23.1 Displaying a notation relating to damage to a bus stop (e.g. “please ring the telephone 
number above and quote the reference number”) can help to promote the local authority and 
assist in keeping bus stops looking smart. 

3.23.2 By contrast, a disclaimer that the ‘local authority cannot be held responsible’ for any 
inaccuracies in the information creates a bad image for the authority.  It is better to be 
positive by promoting the fact that the authority provides information at bus stops in order to 
promote public transport. 

3.23.3 It is considered that users at bus stops are not usually concerned about whether or not a 
specific journey or service is supported by the local authority.  As stated in the Phone 
Information Sources section above, traveline should also be promoted as the first number 
to phone if the user wants to complain about or query the non-appearance of a scheduled 
bus. 
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3.24 Accessibility of vehicle and of information 

3.24.1 Getting on and off vehicles can be difficult for some travellers, so it is important to indicate 
where accessible vehicles are used.  The wheelchair symbol is the usual accepted symbol to 
show level and wide-enough access.  It may be appropriate to put ‘Normally’ where there is 
some uncertainty about whether accessible vehicles will be used.  Where real time 
information displays are sited at stops, a wheelchair symbol can be shown against individual 
departure times, where the vehicle used is ‘accessible.’ 

3.24.2 Information at bus stops should be created with a view to the needs of all passengers.  It 
therefore needs to be as clear and simple as possible for all to understand. 

3.25 Details of other stops and of phones and other facilities in the vicinity 

3.25.1 Whilst it has been suggested elsewhere that details of pedestrian destinations in close 
proximity to the bus stop should be shown, and also that details of nearest phone boxes are 
also helpful, these Guidelines do not incorporate such recommendations.  Details of 
pedestrian destinations are useful at major stops but can represent a disproportionately large 
data-gathering exercise elsewhere.  By contrast, details of nearest phone boxes are now 
much less relevant, with the widespread use of mobile phones, than they were, say, ten 
years ago. 

3.26 Other roadside locations for information  
3.26.1 Whilst it may be helpful for routes, or sections of routes that do not have fixed bus stops, to 

be clearly defined by some indication on the streets concerned, this can also cause many 
problems.  Any indication by way of a sign on the street may serve to create what is 
effectively a fixed bus stop.  In general, this is not thought to be a realistic option. 

4 GENERAL LAYOUT 

4.1 Display Panel Size and Height 

4.1.1 These interim Guidelines cover standard-size ‘portrait’-type panels, but it should be noted 
that new larger designs of bus stop panels, which are usually 400mm to 500mm wide, and 
may be suitable for interchanges and shelters, have a width of up to about 350mm available 
for information. 

4.1.2 The width of the case is affected by safety considerations which may effectively impose a 
maximum width on cases displayed on poles.  The case design determines the design of any 
timetable template. 

4.1.3 A standard case width of just short of landscape (260mm) has been proven to be safe2.  

4.1.4 Timetable and information displays should be located between 900mm and 1800mm in 
height.  Information that is of particular relevance to wheelchair users should be put at the 
bottom of the display and any important information should not be more than 1700mm 
above ground.   

4.1.5 It may be appropriate also to have a minimum distance for the bottom of the timetable case 
above the ground.  1000 mm has been described as a suitable figure for this.  There is a 
danger that if a timetable case is too low it can be dangerous and pushchairs / buggies can 
knock into it. 

4.2 Potential Conflicts with Bus Shelter Displays 
4.2.1 If putting a timetable case in a shelter, it is sensible to put it at the back, otherwise people 

have to cross or pass in front of queues.  However, the main determinant is that it should be 
able to be read by the maximum number of people. 

 
2 Used by Greater Manchester PTE 
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4.3 Header and Footer 

4.3.1 Bus stop information display headers should contain a minimum of standard information but 
be consistent with the local branding of the responsible authority. 

4.3.2 Empty space at the bottom of a display can be taken advantage of to convey related 
information but too much clutter should be avoided as it adds to the complexity.  The fitting 
of text around images should be avoided if this means that lines of text start in a different 
place and are therefore difficult to find. 

4.4 Ordering of Services within Display 

4.4.1 Any listing of routes should always give routes in strict alpha-numerical order.  This applies 
both where matrix timetables are used and where individual or grouped timings are shown 
within departure boards. 

4.4.2 Routes with a prefix letter should be in a series before or after those with plain numbers. 

4.5 Bilingual Displays 

4.5.1 Where bilingual displays are required at bus stops, it may be appropriate to adopt the same 
approach as for printed timetable information, where for the second language in bilingual 
publications the preferred method of separating the languages in headings is to place each 
on a separate line.  Whilst separating the languages by ‘ranging left’ one and ‘ranging right’ 
the other is more effective than showing both together separated only by a "/", this can still 
present some problems to readers with visual impairment. 

4.6 Plain English 
4.6.1 In all bus stop publicity, plain English should always be used, avoiding technical terms and 

jargon.  Words and phrases like “alight”, “set down”, “headway”, “terminal point”, “transfer” 
and “interchange” are not always readily understood and should be explained if they cannot 
be avoided.  

5 LAYOUT OF TIMINGS 

5.1 Route Number or Identity and Heading 

5.1.1 The route number or identity should always be in large bold print, as it is often the first thing 
the reader will be seeking and it should be in a consistent position on all timetables or 
departure lists within a single display. 

5.1.2 The Route Heading should include end destinations and main places along the way. 

5.2 Days of the Week 
5.2.1 There should be a clear distinction between the way that days of the week are presented.  

One example of how this can be achieved is as follows:  

Mondays to Fridays: in bold lower case:

Mondays to Fridays 
Saturdays: in reversed lower case:

Saturdays 
Sundays: in lower case, boxed:

Sundays 

However, in these interim Guidelines, it is the principle, rather than a specific design 
recommendation that is being proposed. 
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5.2.2 This Guidance has no preference on whether Monday to Friday should be shown separately 
from Saturday or combined, although it should be noted that grouping ‘Monday to Saturday’ 
together can reduce the space requirement significantly.  However, separating out Monday to 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday can reduce the need for codes.  ‘Monday – Sunday’ increases 
the need for codes and can make the timetable confusing to understand.  It should be 
avoided except where a route genuinely does offer a 7-days-a-week service to the same 
timetable.  In these circumstances, it is simpler to state that the service operates ‘Daily’ or 
‘Every Day’, giving any further caveats regarding public holidays, etc. 

5.2.3 The term ‘Weekdays’ must be avoided (owing to the confusion as to whether or not this 
includes Saturday).  If a service operates only on certain days of the week, add ‘only’, e.g.:- 
Mondays and Thursdays only. 

5.2.4 If there is no service on a Sunday (or any other day) a clear statement to that effect should 
be made.  The bus stop display should have timetable notes regarding other operators on a 
Sunday covering the same route.  If a service on other days or at certain times is provided 
by another operator details of this will help passengers and improve their perception of the 
publicity. 

5.3 Full Timetables or Stop-specific Departure Boards? 
5.3.1 There are both ‘fors’ and ‘againsts’ with regard to full (matrix) timetables and stop-specific 

departure boards. 

5.3.2 Whilst matrix timetables are often thought to be confusing, they are generally best on long 
rural routes and where routes are complex.  In rural areas passengers do travel from village 
to village, so that full timetables rather than just departure boards are still often desirable.  
However, removing the section of the timetable before the stop can make it easier to 
interpret. 

5.3.3 Large matrix timetables have the disadvantage that a reduction in type size may be required 
to makes them legible.  Condensing a matrix to key points only may be a way of getting over 
this problem. 

5.3.4 In general there should not be more than one broad information style at a stop, as having 
different styles at the same stop can be confusing to the passenger. 

5.3.5 Research on alternative presentations for complex routes may be worthwhile. 

5.3.6 It should be noted that the extent of automation process for producing timetables (e.g. fully 
automatic, spreadsheet-based, or entirely manual) can affect what is appropriate and/or 
practical to produce for at-stop information. 

5.4 Chronological (Composite service) or Individual Service? 

5.4.1 The way in which services are displayed will vary according to local circumstances, although 
several different types of display might be appropriate within the same urban area: e.g. 
Composite and also separate routes where a composite timetable won’t work. 

5.4.2 There is a trade-off between grouping journeys by destination, which is more usable for 
some users, and grouping journeys by showing individual services, which can provide full 
information on all places served.  Both may not be possible within the same display because 
of space considerations.  At the same time, grouping services together can give a problem 
for the user in knowing where to look within the stop case. 

5.4.3 In some circumstances showing services chronologically can be more efficient in terms of 
space, but may not allow frequency guides to be displayed.  In rural areas, chronological 
displays can be better because there are often so many route permutations. 

5.4.4 Where there are common sections of route a “Chronological composite” listing may work 
best.  The direction of route may also be a determining factor in what should be displayed 
and the order in which it should be displayed.  For instance, services sharing a common road 
(or roads) into a city centre may need to be displayed chronologically (or chronologically 
within the different roads used) whereas a stop on a road out from the city may need 
information to be displayed by service. 
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5.4.5 Service-by-service display as used in some city centres may be the only way to cover the 
huge number of services that are at such stops. 

5.4.6 Composite timetables are necessary where there is more than one operator on the service, 
though these ought also to show the operators. 

5.4.7 Where a stop is used by relatively large numbers of visitors key destination information is 
appropriate, but this may be better placed on information boards specifically for visitors 
rather than at specific bus stops. 

5.5 Display of Frequency 

5.5.1 High frequency routes can cause problems in the production of information because of lack of 
space available.  Where the interval between departures is 15 minutes or less throughout the 
whole length of the route at repeating times within each hour, it may be appropriate to save 
space by using a block of “minutes past each hour”, rather than showing the times of each 
individual journey.  It is clearer to use the phrase “... then at these minutes past each hour 
…” with the minutes set out, followed by “... until ...” and the time of the last bus to adhere 
to that pattern, rather than “at the same minutes past each hour” or “then every XX 
minutes”. 

5.5.2 Even so, timetables for frequent urban services (at least every 10 minutes) may take the 
form of times of first and last journeys and show headways for various parts of the day.  
Where times of frequent services are repeatable at each hour (i.e. every 1 to 6 minutes) 
“(approximately) every x minutes” can be used, for 7 – 9 minutes “up to every x minutes” 
can be used; otherwise “minutes past each hour” is appropriate. 

5.6 Journeys operating after midnight 

5.6.1 Journeys operating after midnight, and clearly meant to be part of the late evening service, 
would be better shown at the end of the timetable.  Services which run all night should be 
shown with times in strict chronological order through the day - but journeys which operate 
across midnight normally should be shown in full at both ends of the day. 

5.6.2 It may be appropriate to use railway conventions here to achieve standardisation. 

5.7 24 Hour Clock 

5.7.1 The 24 hour clock is now universal for rail and flight times and should be used in bus and 
coach timetables for consistency and ease of understanding.  It should be presented without 
punctuation (e.g.: 2340, not 23.40).  However, it is recognised that for some bus users the 
12-hour clock may be more helpful.  Recent research3 has shown that, overall, the use of the 
12 hour or 24 hour clock is becoming less of an issue for the majority of passengers. 

5.7.2 It may be possible in certain circumstances to use the 12 hour and 24 hour clock in 
combination, as used, for example, by GMPTE and CENTRO for some of its departure board 
listings, although this requires space to do this.  In other places a simple explanatory 
diagram within the display can be included to explain the 24 hours clock.  It can also be 
helpful to distinguish in some way between Morning, Afternoon and Evening parts of the day. 

5.8 Lineage 

5.8.1 A horizontal line across a matrix timetable page at about every third line can act as a guide.  
Horizontal lines for every line of times should be avoided.  Vertical columns should always be 
clearly separated from adjacent times by "white space".  Vertical lines should not be used 
unless they have a particular purpose - for example to separate blocks of times relating to 
different days of the week.  Where segregation is needed, for example to allow for "at these 
minutes past each hour", blank column spacing is more effective. 

 
3 by Trent Barton 
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5.9 Notes and Reference Codes 

5.9.1 Codes that are absolutely necessary should be used consistently in all time listings.  
Ambiguous codes should be specifically avoided. 

5.9.2 Days of the week should be shown as M Tu W Th F S Su.   

5.9.3 Other standard codes should include:- 

C for change of vehicle/connecting service; N for not (as a prefix), Sch or for schooldays 
only.  These can be used in combinations, for example:- NS for Not Saturdays; NTh for Not 
Thursdays, etc;  

5.9.4 Established local practice should be followed in using codes to describe schooldays and 
school holidays. Consistency is essential.  In some areas, S&H is used for Saturdays and 
School Holidays, H for Monday to Friday during school holidays. 

5.9.5 In other areas, there is an established use of the symbol to mean schooldays, preceded by 
an N to mean Not schooldays and inserted after NS to mean Not Saturdays or schooldays.  

5.9.6 If other letters are used they should indicate the same thing on all parts of the display.  The 
letters I, O, Q, U and V should not be used as they are easily confused (e.g.: with each 
other, with the figures one and zero or with arrow-heads used to denote continuation of 
timings from another column). 

5.9.7 Standard icons (symbols or graphic codes) should be used on a selective basis.  They are 
particularly useful to denote rail stations and tram stops. 

5.9.8 Where a note or symbol applies to a single timing it should be shown to the right of it in bold 
type. 

5.9.9 Disabled people at a local level need to know how to find out about accessible local bus 
routes and services.  In bus timetables, the international wheelchair symbol should be used 
to denote a journey or service operated by a vehicle that meets DDA regulations and may be 
termed wheelchair accessible low floor.  Journeys operated by such accessible buses should 
not be indicated solely by symbols intended to show that the bus is accessible by passengers 
with shopping trolleys or child buggies. 

5.9.10 Whatever codes are used, they should be explained clearly, be used consistently throughout 
the display and should not be used for any other purpose. 

6 PRINT & PAPER 

6.1 Typeface4 

6.1.1 Print should be in a simple upright sans serif typeface of medium weight, with simple but 
clear character definition.  It is recommended that light print is avoided. 

6.1.2 Where documents are printed with numbers, a typeface should be chosen in which the 
numbers are clear.  Readers with sight problems can easily misread 3, 5, 8 and 0.  Clear 
numerals are very important, in particular to avoid confusion between numbers such as 6 
and 8, or 3 and 5, and between o, O and 0. 

6.1.3 The size of the type (known as point size) is a fundamental factor in legibility.  RNIB 
recommends a type size with an 'x' height between 2mm and 4mm.  This translates 
approximately as a typeface between 12 and 14 point, but information-providers need to be 
aware that the height of an 'x' in the chosen font is a more accurate measure.  To make sure 
that information-providers reach more people with sight problems it is better to go for 14 
point (x height 4mm). 

                                                 
4 Typography is a specialist design subject and further advice should be sought with regard to bus stop displays for the final 
Code of Good Practice. 
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6.1.4 Generally 14 pt is the ideal size for most parts of a bus stop display, though in certain 
circumstances it may be appropriate to go down to 10 pt.  However, Font Style as well as 
font size is important. 

6.1.5 It is generally thought that there needs to be a higher specification for roadside compared to 
printed publicity, and it is very important that the font chosen is clear and readable in a 
range of conditions. 

6.1.6 It is recommended that underlining is not used, though use of Bold can be very helpful for 
some parts of the display, e.g. for Frequency, First Bus and Last Bus. 

6.1.7 Whilst the use of more than one font in a display can add to the definition of text sections 
and the readability, this should not be overdone and the use of more than two fonts is 
probably best avoided. 

6.2 Upper and Lower case, and use of Italics 

6.2.1 Lower case print is easier to read and should be used almost exclusively.  RNIB points out 
that italicised text is also generally harder to read, although this does depend on a range of 
factors, including the choice of font. 

6.3 Text Spacing 

6.3.1 Legibility also depends upon text spacing.  Increasing the leading between the lines can 
improve clarity.  RNIB says that as a general rule, the space should be 1.5 to 2 times the 
space between words on a line. 

6.4 Word Spacing and Alignment 
6.4.1 RNIB says that text should keep to the same amount of space between each word, with no 

condensing or stretching lines of type.  The RNIB recommends text ranged left as it is easier 
to find the start and finish of each line and keeps the spaces even between words.  Justified 
text is to be avoided as the uneven word spacing can make reading more difficult for people 
with sight problems. 

6.5 Contrast and Background 
6.5.1 The RNIB points out that the contrast between the background and the text is a vital factor 

in legibility.  The better the contrast, the more legible the text will be, but the contrast will be 
affected by the size and weight of the type.  Black text on a white background provides the 
best contrast.  Background colour should not be used if it reduces the contrast of the text.  If 
using white type, the background colour must be dark enough to provide sufficient contrast. 

6.6 Line Length 
6.6.1 RNIB states that ideally the line length should be between 60-70 letters per line.  Lines that 

are too long or too short tire the eyes.  The same applies to sentence and paragraph lengths, 
which should also be neither too long nor too short. 

6.7 Print Colour 

6.7.1 Print should be either black or in a colour which contrasts strongly with the background.  
Intense blue or brown are acceptable alternatives to black, but red and green should 
generally be avoided.  Printing ink should be selected to optimise clarity. 

6.7.2 The quality of the printing ink is important, as condensation within the timetable case can 
cause bleeding with certain inks.  A combination of UV-resistant inks and waterproof papers 
is good and reduces fading of red and green inks.  Also, resistant black is seen to fade less 
than other colours. 

6.7.3 It should be noted that a local authority’s corporate colours may not always be suitable for 
displaying outside in bus stop conditions. 
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6.8 Enlarging existing timetables 

6.8.1 Whilst timetables at stops will usually be in a larger size than are published timetable books, 
direct enlargement of printed matrix timetables is not usually appropriate because it can 
result in a reduction in legibility, through an inappropriate layout.  Specific printing for bus 
stop displays is better. 

6.9 Paper, encapsulation, production method and mounting of material 

6.9.1 It is recommended that good quality white paper be used.  Paper must have no ‘crinkling’ 
and must be water-resistant.  Glossy paper should not be used as the glare can make it 
difficult to read.  High-quality, strong, woven-substrate has been found appropriate by 
several information-providers for use at bus stops. 

6.9.2 Paper quality should be matched to the ‘desk-top’ printer.  If the match is not correct, the 
quality of the finished product will be lower. 

6.9.3 Encapsulation of paper provides durability, and actually repels water, rather than simply 
resists it, but may not be necessary if bus stop information is being updated frequently.  
Using a bubble-jet printer with plasticized paper may be cheaper than printing on laminated 
paper: running plasticized paper through certain printers can now give a guarantee of 12 
months life, which is usually more time than is needed to change roadside information. 

6.9.4 Particular types of ink are more susceptible to fading than are others: where colour is used 
there will be a need for Ultra-Violet resistant inks and waterproof inks, with a guarantee of a 
certain life. 

6.9.5 Preventing damp is an important issue and damp can be a problem even with waterproof 
paper because mould can form on the inside of the glass cabinet.  Condensation and legibility 
can be affected by the gap between the glazing and the display. 

6.9.6 ‘Cutting & pasting’ of electronically produced timetable output pasted on an electronically-
produced backing can enable cost-effective updates.  However, the image quality of the 
display is often compromised by using this method. 

6.9.7 These days there are software options available to print bus stop runs in batches, rather than 
just material for individual stops. 

7 DISPLAY MAINTENANCE AND FREQUENCY OF TIMETABLE REVISIONS 
7.1.1 Where printed information is provided at a stop it is important that resources are provided to 

clean and maintain displays satisfactorily. 

7.1.2 Service changes should be advertised seven days in advance on all bus stop displays on the 
route(s) affected unless they have been advertised at least seven days in advance in both an 
advertisement in a local newspaper (and in local talking papers where they exist) and a 
notice in all buses on the route(s) affected. 

7.1.3 Minimisation of the number of Service Change Times per year assists in keeping bus stops 
maintained, because it reduces resources required. 

7.1.4 If information providers are unable to provide updated information within one to two days of 
changing, consideration should be given to the use of temporary information stating 
‘information coming soon’ with standard wording along with displaying the traveline number 
and maybe the local authority’s logo. 
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ANNEX 1 Joint Committee on Mobility of Blind and 
Partially Sighted People Policy Statement on 
Public Transport Information 

 
This document can be accessed on the Internet at:  
http://www.epolitix.com/NR/rdonlyres/04503195-C858-4F3A-B739-
4C522EF1C8AE/0/mc10001f.htm
 
 
Contact for Further Information: 
Carol Thomas 
Joint Committee on Mobility of Blind and Partially Sighted People 
RNIB Cymru 
Trident Court 
East Moors Road 
CARDIFF 
CF24 5TD 
 
Tel: 029 2044 9556 
Fax: 029 2044 9550 
e-mail: jcmbps@rnib.org.uk
 

http://www.epolitix.com/NR/rdonlyres/04503195-C858-4F3A-B739-4C522EF1C8AE/0/mc10001f.htm
http://www.epolitix.com/NR/rdonlyres/04503195-C858-4F3A-B739-4C522EF1C8AE/0/mc10001f.htm
mailto:jcmbps@rnib.org.uk
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Relevant complete subsections of: 
 

Joint Committee on Mobility of Blind and Partially 
Sighted People Policy Statement on Public Transport 
Information 
 
Introduction 
The Joint Committee on Mobility of Blind and Partially Sighted People is an independent body 
consisting of representatives of all the principle organisations of and for blind, deafblind and 
partially sighted people with a specific interest in access and mobility.  The Joint Committee 
believes that blind, deafblind and partially sighted people should be able to move around safely 
and independently.  
 
The Joint Committee believes that currently this is not the position and that blind, deafblind and 
partially sighted people experience enormous barriers to freedom of movement, seriously limiting 
their opportunities and choices.  The Joint Committee believes that all blind, deafblind and 
partially sighted people should receive the support and skills they need to enable them to meet 
the challenges of the travelling environment.  
 
This policy statement is intended to highlight some essential principles concerning the 
information needs of blind, deafblind and partially sighted people when travelling.  It is intended 
to; 
 
• help guide local authorities determine what information should reasonably be provided in their 

area 
• increase transport operators awareness of communication needs and also some solutions 
• act as a resource for local groups in stimulating discussion at local level on information 

requirements 
• act as a stimulus to improving communication systems when travelling, ensuring it is 

accessible to all 
 

Information deficit 
Informed travellers are empowered to make economic and sustainable travel choices.  For blind, 
deafblind and partially sighted people a lack of access to information services can disempower 

dividuals, excluding them from society or forcing them into inappropriate transport choices.  in
 
For transport operators the information deficit facing blind, deafblind and partially sighted people 
can exclude potential customers, particularly those who would benefit from accessible services 
ow being introduced.  n

 
Information is not only important before travel but during journeys as well, it is especially 
important when things go wrong or changes.  A lack of access to information undertaking a 
journey can increase the stress of travelling and discomfort to the traveller.  For blind, deafblind 
and partially sighted people it can leave them isolated and reduce the confidence to travel 

dependently.  in
 

…………….. …
 

Information while travelling 
People also need to be able to access information when they undertaking journeys. The first 
stage of this may mean providing information at bus stops, terminals and rail stations or any 
ther access points to public transport services.  o

 
The level of information provided and the method of delivering that information should be 
appropriate to the facility provided.  For example, information at an individual bus stop is likely to 
be less than that provided at a bus station.  
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Bus stop information 
When arriving at a bus stop the Joint Committee considers it important to be able to provide 
information on the: 
• name of the bus stop location 
• direction of travel from that bus stop 
• route or service numbers operating from that stop 
 frequency of services at that time of the day, and any variation according to the day.  •

 
The name of the bus stop is important because it enables people to learn various locations and 
identify them.  It is also important for bus stops to have recognisable names to enable future 
olutions providing information on vehicles of the destinations that the bus stops at.  s

 
The direction of travel is particularly important where the road network may appear illogical, for 
xample due to a one way system, or there are a number of bus stops in close proximity.  e

 
The route or service numbers operating from that bus stop helps people identify whether they are 
t the correct bus stop location and the waiting for the appropriate service.  a

 
The frequency of services at that time of the day and any variation according to the day helps 
people identify when the next vehicle could be expected to arrive.  This may be particularly 
important for disabled people, some of whom may be unable to stand comfortably for more than 
ve minutes.  fi

 
As with information prior to travel not everyone will be able to read print. Information at bus 
stops is often further complicated by being confusing even if you can read the print.  The overall 
legibility of information provided at bus stops therefore needs improving, and this may not 
ecessarily mean just increasing the print size.  n

 
Alternative methods of delivering the same information could be employed that reduced the 
quantity of printed information required.  The Joint Committee is aware of schemes that have 
experimented with frequency diagrams rather than timetables. The Joint Committee would 
welcome the opportunity to help evaluate different means of delivering printed information to 

prove its legibility.  im
 
For those unable to read print, it is important that they are able to identify the same information 
as above.  Simple techniques, such as using embossed signs, could be employed to help identify 
the bus stop location and routes served from it.  More advanced technological developments can 
be integrated with real-time information displays to provide audible and visual information.  
Various systems are being experimented with in different parts of the country; the Joint 
ommittee welcomes information of future developments.  C

 
The Joint Committee is also keen for information to be included at bus stops on pedestrian 
destinations in close proximity to the bus stop, highlighting the linkage between the pedestrian 
nvironment and public transport.  e

 
These issues are as important in rural areas as they are in urban areas, often more so. It would 
e sensible to seek to ensure public telephones are available near to bus stops.  b

 

Bus station information 
At stations all the above information required at bus stops will be required in relation to each 
individual bus bay.  Additional information will be required due to the greater complexity of bus 
stations, including for example information on way-finding around the stations itself and location 
ignage.  s

 
In large open spaces there may be a need for introducing tactile guidance paths but this should 
nly be done after consultation with local blind, deafblind and partially sighted people.  o
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ravel information centres should be open at all reasonable times and capable of handling 

s improve 
formation provision.  Staff can perform a variety of roles and for blind, deafblind and partially 

ay be able to convey accurate information efficiently and effectively.  

d partially sighted people to 
ecide whether and how they will travel.  For blind, deafblind and partially sighted people 

an expand their passenger base.  It is also essential for promoting new products, 
uch as the introduction of accessible bus services, and maximising the value from that additional 

e, audio, disk and telephone services.  During journeys, audible and 
isual information will be important, as will the availability of staff, aware of different 

Improved information for blind, deafblind and partially sighted people will benefit all users of 
public transport services. 

T
enquiries about all forms of local travel and interchange, including accessibility issues.  
 
The availability of staff both in information and ticket offices and on any concourse help
in
sighted people m
 
……………………… 
 

Summary 
Public transport information is crucial to enabling blind, deafblind an
d
information about the accessibility of services is also important.  
 
For public transport operators, good accessible information helps create a positive image for their 
services and c
s
investment.  
 
Information can be delivered in a variety of formats and through a variety of media. Before 
travel, this may include Braill
v
communication techniques.  
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ANNEX 2 Information on RNIB Clear Print 
 
This is contained within the RNIB’s ‘See it Right’ pack, and information about what the ‘See it 
Right’ Pack includes in respect of ‘Clear Print’, and also some of the ‘Clear Print’ specification 
itself, is shown below and on the Internet at:  
http://www.rnib.org.uk/xpedio/groups/public/documents/PublicWebsite/public_seeitright.hcsp

The ‘See it Right’ pack can be ordered from RNIB, using its online order form (at 
http://www.rnib.org.uk/xpedio/groups/public/documents/Code/public_seeitrightpackform.hcsp
), and an invoice will be posted.  To contact the pack’s author, e-mail: seeitright@rnib.org.uk

The Joint Mobility Unit (JMU) is a service provided by RNIB and the Guide Dogs for the Blind 
Association.  It is there to help and advise individuals, organisations and local and central 
government on the accessibility of many systems, including transport systems and information 
systems.  For further information on the JMU telephone 020 7391 2002. 
 
RNIB has an accessible information campaign, and further information can be obtained from the 
RNIB Public Policy on 020 7391 2026 or email: campaign@rnib.org.uk

http://www.rnib.org.uk/xpedio/groups/public/documents/PublicWebsite/public_seeitright.hcsp
http://www.rnib.org.uk/xpedio/groups/public/documents/Code/public_seeitrightpackform.hcsp
http://www.rnib.org.uk/xpedio/groups/public/documents/Code/public_seeitrightpackform.hcsp
mailto:seeitright@rnib.org.uk
mailto:campaign@rnib.org.uk
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RNIB Clear Print 
 
This booklet, within the ‘See it Right’ pack, covers: 
 

1. Introduction to Clear Print 
2. What is Clear Print? 
3. How do blind and partially sighted people read print? 
4. Producing Clear Print 
5. Design and layout 
6. Paper and format 
7. Checklist 
8. Glossary 
9. Further information 

 
Clear Print is a design approach which better takes into account blind and partially sighted 
readers.  
 
Simply, a Clear Print document will find a wider audience.  The solutions we propose are 
straightforward and inexpensive, focusing on some basic design elements, for example font, type 
size, contrast and page navigation.  
 
Clear Print differs from large print in the size of the type used (known as point size). Clear Print 
documents set text in a minimum type size of 12 point (although we recommend 14 point to 
reach more customers with sight problems).  Large print documents are produced in a larger type 
size, ranging from 16 to 22 point.  
 
Clear Print guidelines are based on our experience of the issues over many years together with 
advice from experts in the field.  Currently more research is underway into areas such as 
contrast, type size and page layout. RNIB hosts a scientific advisory panel to ensure that our 
guidelines are based on sound research and take expert opinions into account. 
 

Type size 
The size of the type (known as point size) is a fundamental factor in legibility. We recommend a 
type size with an 'x' height between 2mm and 4mm.  This translates approximately as a typeface 
between 12 to 14 point, but be aware that the height of an 'x' in your chosen font is a more 
accurate measure.  To make sure you reach more people with sight problems it's better to go for 
14 point (x height 4mm). 
 

Contrast 
The contrast between the background and the text is a vital factor in legibility.  The better the 
contrast, the more legible the text will be.  Note that the contrast will be affected by the size and 
weight of the type.  Black text on white background provides best contrast. 
 

Typeface 
The choice of typeface is also important to legibility.  As a general rule, be guided by typefaces 
such as Arial, Universe and New Century Schoolbook.  These are all good examples of clear and 
legible type faces. 
 
Avoid simulated handwriting and ornate typefaces as these can be difficult to read. 
 

Type styles 
Capital letters and italicised text are both generally harder to read.  A word or two in capitals is 
fine but avoid the use of capitals for continuous text.  We advise that italic text is not used where 
an alternative emphasis is available. 
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Leading 
The space between one line of type and the next (known as leading) is important.  As a general 
rule, the space should be 1.5 to 2 times the space between words on a line. 
 

Type weight 
People with sight problems often prefer bold or semi-bold weights to normal ones.  Avoid light 
type weights. 
 

Numbers 
If you print documents with numbers in them, choose a typeface in which the numbers are clear.  
Readers with sight problems can easily misread 3, 5, 8 and 0. 
 

Line length 
Ideally, line length should be between 60-70 letters per line.  Lines that are too long or too short 
tire the eyes.  The same applies to sentence and paragraph lengths, which should also be neither 
too long nor too short. 
 

Word spacing and alignment 
Keep to the same amount of space between each word.  Do not condense or stretch lines of type.  
We recommend aligning text to the left margin as it is easy to find the start and finish of each 
line and keeps the spaces even between words.  We advise that you avoid justified text as the 
uneven word spacing can make reading more difficult for people with sight problems. 
 

Columns 
Make sure the margin between columns clearly separates them.  If space is limited, use a vertical 
rule. 
 

Reversing type 
If using white type, make sure the background colour is dark enough to provide sufficient 
contrast. 
 

Setting text 
Avoid fitting text around images if this means that lines of text start in a different place, and are 
therefore difficult to find.  Set text horizontally as text set vertically is extremely difficult for a 
partially sighted reader to follow.  Avoid setting text over images, for example photographs.  This 
will affect the contrast and, if a partially sighted person is avoiding images, they will miss the 
text. 
 

Forms 
Partially sighted people tend to have handwriting that is larger than average, so allow extra 
space on forms.  This will also benefit people with conditions that affect the use of their hands, 
such as arthritis. 
 

Navigational aids 
It is helpful if recurring features, such as headings and page numbers, are always in the same 
place.  A contents list and rules to separate different sections are also useful.  Leave a space 
between paragraphs as dividing the text up gives the eye a break and makes reading easier. 
 

Printing 
Avoid glossy paper because glare makes it difficult to read.  Choose uncoated paper that weighs 
over 90 GSM.  As a general rule, if the text is showing through from the reverse side, then the 
paper is too thin. 
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Format 
When folding paper, avoid creases which obscure the text.  People who use screen magnifiers 
need to place the document flat under the magnifier, so try not to use a binding method that 
may make it difficult to flatten the document. 
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ANNEX 3 Inclusive Mobility: A guide to best practice 
on access to pedestrian and transport 
infrastructure 

 
This was published by the Department for Transport Mobility & Inclusion Unit in 2002, and 
updated in 2004.  It is available on the Internet at:  
http://www.dft.gov.uk/stellent/groups/dft_mobility/documents/page/dft_mobility_503282.hcsp
 
Note that the introduction to this document says: 
“The introduction of legislation in this field (of Disability Discrimination) requires a fresh look at 
what guidance already exists, whether it is up-to-date, consistent and comprehensive and 
whether there are overlaps and omissions.  Ultimately the courts will determine whether a 
service provider is in breach of the new laws.  These guidelines do not have any legal status and 
compliance with them should not be regarded as complying with the DDA, but they will provide 
guidance on established best practice in a general sense that relevant organizations can apply to 
their particular situation.” 
 
Relevant complete subsections of “Inclusive Mobility” are shown below: 
 

6 Bus Stops 
……… 
Routes, or sections of routes that do not have fixed bus stops that is they are operated on a hail 
and ride basis should be clearly defined in timetables, on route maps and preferably by some 
indication on the streets concerned such as signs at eye level on street furniture.  If signs of this 
kind are used, they should include embossed lettering so that they can be read by blind and 
visually impaired people. 
………. 
 
6.1 Bus stop overall design  
 
………. 
6.1.3 Bus stop flags  
Bus stop flags should be fixed as low as possible while remaining visible above road traffic, 
pedestrians and any other nearby obstacles.  The bottom of the flag should not be less than 
2500mm above ground.  The minimum size for the flag given in TSRGD is 300mm wide by 
250mm high, but it is recommended that a larger size, 450mm wide by 400mm high should be 
used if possible.  Bus route numbers on the flag should be at least 50mm high.  A US 
demonstration project found that a limited amount of information was more effective than a 
substantial amount, which tended to lead to confusion.  That research suggested just  

• Route number / name  
• Pictograph of a bus  
• Special messages  
• Telephone number for information 

 
Direction of travel, Towards (name of next town / principal destination) helps travellers who are 
not familiar with the area. 
 
In the future it is possible that there will be automatic onbus announcements made as the bus 
approaches each stop.  With this in mind, it would be helpful if the name / location of the bus 
stop could be included either on the flag or in a prominent position on the bus shelter. 
 
Where there are a lot of different routes using one stop it may be better to keep these off the 
flag and put them on the time table display, but they must be shown in one or the other place. 
 
Bus stop signs should be positioned so as to be visible to passengers inside the vehicle so that 
they can verify where they are.  A raised capital letter B about 20mm high at a height of 

http://www.dft.gov.uk/stellent/groups/dft_mobility/documents/page/dft_mobility_503282.hcsp
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1000mm from the ground fitted to the bus stop pole or other structure at the bus stop will assist 
blind people.  The clearance between a bus stop pole and the kerb edge should be 600mm 
(500mm minimum).  Coloured bands should be applied to the bus stop pole to enhance visibility, 
in accordance with the dimensions given in Section 3.9.  As with bus shelters, bus stops should 
be well lit with sufficient illumination to enable reading.  A good level of lighting will also improve 
personal security. 
 
……….. 
 
6.2 Timetable information 
Timetable information should be provided at as many bus stops as is feasible.  Timetable and 
information displays should be located between 900mm and 1800mm in height.  Information that 
is of particular relevance to wheelchair users should be put at the bottom of the display and any 
important information should not be more than 1700mm above ground.  If surrounding street 
lighting is not adequate, additional lighting should be provided at the stop itself. 
 
The information provided should include at minimum details of the route(s), destination(s) and 
departure times.  Full timetables and route diagrams are helpful to passengers unfamiliar with 
the service(s) and are essential for longer routes or less regular services.  Details of other 
stopping places in the vicinity and routes servicing them will avoid confusion where routes cross 
or there is more than one stopping place.  Lettered bus stops, as used in London and elsewhere, 
should be used where stops are split between different routes at complex junctions or picking-up 
points, with maps of the stop locations, letters and route numbers displayed at each stop.  Where 
bus stops are lettered, the letter should be shown on the bus stop flag as well as on the timetable 
display.  The information provided on this display should also include directions to and distance of 
the nearest public telephone, with the display itself including the bus operating company’s 
telephone number and textphone number.  The maps of bus stop locations should also show 
where public telephones are, including any textphones, separately identified. 
 
Where space permits, new designs of panel bus stops provide more space for information.  These 
types of bus stop poles are more frequently found in other parts of Europe and are usually 
400mm to 500mm wide with a width of up to about 350mm available for information. 
 
Visual displays of expected arrival times of buses at stops, destinations served and any delays 
are helpful for all passengers but particularly so for deaf and hard of hearing people.  Where real-
time information of this type is provided, the screen should be shielded from direct sunlight (see 
also Section 10.1.6).  Voice activated information systems will assist people with visual 
impairments and learning difficulties. 
 
The increasing number of low-floor buses coming into operation and the implementation of the 
DDA regulations mean that vehicles are much more accessible than previously, but the benefits 
of low floor entry are negated if the bus cannot draw up close to the kerb.  As recommended by 
the Disabled Persons Transport Advisory Committee (DPTAC) all bus stops should have a 24-hour 
clearway marking and the ban on parking should be enforced.  
 
………. 
 

10 Signage and Information 
 
Signs and information must be in forms that can be used by disabled people.  It is particularly 
important to take account of the needs of visually impaired and hard of hearing people and to 
make information as simple and easily understood as possible. Simplicity helps everyone but 
particularly people with learning disabilities.  The placing of signs is also important: reasonably 
close to, but not impeding passenger circulation areas. 
……….. 
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10.1 Signage  
……….. 
 
10.1.9 Timetables5

Timetables and other information which people will read from a short distance should: 
 

• use a simple sans serif mixed-case typeface;  
• print size of 16 point (if there is sufficient space);  
• good contrast between print and background, e.g. black on white or black on yellow;  
• matt finish paper, not glossy;  
• and if appropriate, distinguish clearly between weekday and weekend services. 

 
In some cases the amount of timetable information that has to be displayed will mean that use of 
16 point print size would make the displays too large, so a smaller size will have to be used.  The 
other requirements listed above would still apply. 
 
Where text is used it should be left-aligned type with a ragged right-hand margin; this is easier 
to read than justified type.  Although a word or two in capitals should not present any difficulties, 
capitals should be avoided in continuous text. 
 
Timetables placed outside, for example at bus stops, should if possible be sheltered from the 
rain; water on the glass over the timetable distorts the text and makes it difficult to read.  All bus 
stops should be provided with timetable frames located between 900mm and 1800mm above 
ground level. 
 
Timetable panels, of the type found in railway stations, should be placed adjacent to the main 
flow of passenger circulation, and at right angles to the direction of the flow.  Placing should allow 
passengers to stand directly in front of the panel without impeding the main circulation flow.  The 
recommended dimensions for the panels are: bottom 900mm above ground, top 1800mm, 
width 800mm to 1100mm.  If there is an opening between the bottom of the panel and the 
ground, a skirting 300mm minimum in height should be placed below the panel to guide people 
who use a long cane or stick around the panel. 

 
5 This subsection is concerned with timetable displays. Guidance on good practice for books and leaflets is given in 
Legibility of Timetables Books and Leaflets produced by DPTAC. 
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ANNEX 4 Legibility of Bus Timetable Books and 
Leaflets: A Code of Good Practice  

 
This is available on the Internet at:  
http://www.dptac.gov.uk/pubs/legibility/index.htm
 
It was last updated in 2000.  Relevant complete subsections are shown below (i.e. the complete 
Code with the exception of the ‘Introduction’, the section specifically titled ‘Timetable Book and 
Leaflets’ and any other references to ‘books’ or ‘leaflets’).  Note that the Code says that 
“Although this Code of Practice does not specifically deal with timetable displays at bus stops, the 
same general principles apply.” 
 
……….. 
 

Print and Paper 
 
Print Style and Size 
Print should be in an upright sans serif typeface of medium weight, with simple but clear 
character definition.  Light print should be avoided.  Type should be set in the largest size that 
circumstances will allow, with a minimum of 8 point.  Lower case print is much easier to read and 
should be used almost exclusively.  Clear numerals are very important, in particular to avoid 
confusion between numbers such as 6 and 8, or 3 and 5.  Legibility depends upon text spacing. 
 
Paper 
Good quality paper should be used to minimise "shadow" from the opposite side. Thin, flimsy, 
glossy or coated paper should not be used.  Avoid dark coloured paper; if colour is used, pastel 
tones are essential.  Pale yellow is the best alternative to white. 
 
Print Colour 
Print should be black.  If it is absolutely necessary to use other colours, intense blue or brown are 
acceptable alternatives, but red and green should be avoided. 
 
Background 
Grey shading and coloured tints, other than pale yellow, should be avoided. 
 
Page Size 
The most popular size is A5, which is also the largest size that can be readily carried.  The 
standards set out in this Code of Practice can be met in a 21 column landscape format, and 
should be adhered to even when smaller page sizes are used. 
 
 

Layout 
 
Route Number 
This should always be in large bold print, preferably at the top right hand corner of the page, as 
it is the first thing the reader will be seeking.  If the timetable is in a landscape (horizontal) 
format it may help to repeat the number at the bottom right hand corner of the page. 
 
Route Heading 
This should be confined to the most important places on the route. No route should be shown as 
a complete heading unless it is served by at least one throughout journey each way. 
 
Route numbers and headings may be reversed out of a boldly coloured panel so long as a strong 
tonal contrast is provided. 
 

http://www.dptac.gov.uk/pubs/legibility/index.htm
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Operators' Names 
Operators' names should be included above each table where more than one operator's services 
are covered.  Their information telephone number(s) and opening times should appear at the 
bottom of the table. 
 
Routeing 
Long lists of streets covered by each route may be a waste of space.  Clear line diagrams 
showing principal points served may be of more help.  They are particularly useful to show routes 
which split into two or more sections or operate around a loop, and to indicate where "hail and 
ride" applies. 
 
Too many route variations should not be included in one timetable.  Use separate tables with a 
summary to back up a common section of route. 
 
Days of the Week 
Where the days of operation follow in sequence for each route, they should appear immediately 
below the route heading as follows, in a typeface larger than that used for the timing points: 
 
Mondays to Fridays in bold lower case: Mondays to Fridays 
Saturdays in reversed lower case:  
 
Sundays in lower case boxed: 

 
 
Where appropriate, Mondays to Saturdays should appear in the same style as Mondays to 
Fridays. 
 
The terms Weekdays and Weekends should not be used.  If a service runs on selected days only 
add, e.g.: Mondays and Thursdays only. 
 
If there is no service on a Sunday (or any other day) a clear statement to that effect should be 
made.  If a service on other days or at certain times is provided by another operator details 
should be given if possible.  If not, a statement such as "service operated by Whites Buses (0161 
233 0001) on Sundays" should be included. 
 
24 Hour Clock 
The 24 hour clock is now universal for rail and flight times and should be used in bus and coach 
timetables for consistency and ease of understanding.  An explanatory diagram can be included if 
thought necessary.  In those cases where the 12 hour clock is used, however, the PM timings 
should appear in bold print. 
 
Timing Points 
Avoid having too many; for longer routes aim for points between seven and ten minutes apart, 
allowing for the fact that principal points must be included and the need to define the route 
followed.  Use lower case letters, with terminals and principal points in bold.  Where separate 
arrival and departure times are to be shown at one place the name should be repeated.  Times 
should read down a vertical column, never up. 
 
Guidelines 
A horizontal line should be provided across the timetable page, preferably below every third line, 
to act as a guide.  Horizontal lines for every line of times should be avoided. Vertical columns 
should always be clearly separated from adjacent times by "white space".  Vertical lines should 
not be used unless they have a particular purpose for example to separate blocks of times 
relating to different days of the week.  Where segregation is needed, for example to allow for "at 
these minutes past each hour", blank column spacing is more effective. 
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Journeys after midnight should be shown at the end of the table, unless buses run all night. 
 
It is clearer to use the term "... then at these minutes past each hour ...", with the minutes set 
out, followed by "... until ..." and the time of the last bus to adhere to that pattern, rather than 
"at the same minutes past each hour" or "then every XX minutes", unless the frequency is ten 
minutes or less throughout the whole length of the route. 
 
Notes and Reference Codes 
Codes should be kept to an absolute minimum and should be used consistently in all tables.  A 
key should be included at the foot of each table, or a note should indicate where one can be 
found.  Days of the week should be shown as M T W Th F S Su. 
 
Other standard codes should include: 
 
C for change of vehicle/connecting service; N for not (as a prefix) e.g.: NSD for not schooldays; 
NTh for not Thursdays, etc; O for only (as a suffix) e.g.: SuO for Sundays only, etc; SDO for 
schooldays only.  These letter codes should not be used for any other purpose. 
 
If other letters are used they should indicate the same thing on all pages of the table concerned.  
The letters I, O and V should not be used as they are easily confused with the figures one and 
zero or with arrow heads used to denote continuation of timings from another column. 
 
Symbols or graphic codes should be used on a selective basis.  They are particularly useful to 
denote rail stations. 
 
Where a note or symbol applies to a single timing it should be shown to the right of it in bold 
type. 
 
……….. 
 

Periods of Operation 
 
Include the date when a particular timetable started and, wherever possible, the duration of 
validity. 
 
Seasonal variations can be very confusing.  It is preferable to display separate tables boldly 
headed, such as Until 31 August 1996 or from 1 September 1996. 
 
Give the dates of schooldays, especially for main term times, whenever they are known in 
advance.  In some areas it may be necessary to indicate that school dates are unknown or may 
change; in such cases a telephone enquiry number should be quoted. 
 
Do not use "until further notice" unless precise details can be given as to when and how such 
notice will be given. 
 
 

Timetables at Stops 
Although this Code of Practice does not specifically deal with timetable displays at bus stops, the 
same general principles apply.  An enlarged version will normally be required at stops because 
passengers of differing heights will not all be able to get as close to a fixed stop display, and 
lighting levels may be poor.  Where timetables are enlarged for specific purposes, care should be 
taken to avoid the loss of thin lines and lightweight type.  Section 6(2) of "Accessible Public 
transport Infrastructure Guidelines for the Design of Interchanges, Terminals and Stops" 
(available from the DETR Mobility and Inclusion Unit 020 7944 8011) sets out guidelines for 
service information at bus stops.  (Editor’s Note: this has now been revised and is included within 
the document ‘Inclusive Mobility’ shown as Annex 3 of this Document). 
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Lists of bus departure times, combined with route diagrams and running times, may be adequate 
at stops served by short and frequent local routes, but full timetables are essential if longer 
distance passengers are to be able to see their arrival times and the times of return journeys.  
Dark colours should not be used to "highlight" times from the stop as this may obscure the most 
important information. 
 
 

DPTAC Contact Point 
DPTAC Secretariat 
Zone 1/14 
Great Minster House 
76 Marsham Street 
London 
SW1P 4DR 
 
Tel: 020 7944 8011 & 020 7944 8013 
Fax: 020 7944 6998 
 
e-mail: dptac@dft.gsi.gov.uk

mailto:dptac@dft.gsi.gov.uk
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ANNEX 5 Merseyside Code of Practice on Access and 
Mobility 

 
An advisory document reflecting best practice and current statutory requirements for the design 
of buildings, structures, highways and transportation. 
 

Acknowledgements 
The Code of Practice was originally compiled and produced by Merseytravel and the five 
Merseyside Metropolitan Councils of Knowsley, Liverpool, St. Helens, Sefton and Wirral in 
February 1999.  It was updated in 2001 and 2002 to take account of changes in legislation and 
good practice documentation.  It has been made available on the web by SURFACE (Salford 
University Research Focus on Accessible Environments). 
 
It is intended to update the Code of Practice on Access and Mobility every 6 months to reflect 
changes in better practice. 
 

External environments 
 
5.23 Taxi Ranks and bus stops 
 
Bus stop indicators 
………. 
 
Fixed bus stops may not be necessary in rural areas and some housing estates, but in these 
cases it is essential that potential passengers know the exact route of each bus journey and can 
be confident that the bus they want will stop when hailed.  These "hail and ride" sections should 
be clearly defined in timetables, on route maps, and also by some indication on the streets 
concerned such as markings at eye level on street furniture. 
 
Bus stop flags, cantilevered from single poles or lamp posts, should be fixed as low as possible 
while remaining visible above road traffic, pedestrians and pavement furniture.  The bottom of 
the flag should not be less than 2500mm above ground and the flag should be at least 450mm 
wide and 400mm high. 
 
When stop flags are fitted to lamp posts or similar structures, a contrasting coloured band 
1400mm high will help to identify them, and prevent visually impaired people walking into them.  
A 20mm high raised capital letter B at a height between 1000mm and 1200mm from the ground 
will be an invaluable tactile aid to blind people.  Where pavements incorporate tactile routes, the 
bus stop locations should be indicated. 
 
Increasing use is being made of Conventional Display Units (CDUs) to fulfil the role of bus stops. 
CDUs incorporate an illuminated bus stop plate, timetable case and a name plate between two 
uprights.  The CDUs are arranged parallel to the kerb, with a small flag plate at right angles to 
assist bus drivers to see them.  CDUs are usually coloured yellow, in contrast to the environment, 
so they can be more easily identified by partially sighted people. 
 
…………. 
 
Interchanges 
Stops and shelters at important locations or interchange points should be supplemented with 
more comprehensive information displays, larger sheltered areas and more extensive seating.  
There will be many places where a bus station is not appropriate or possible, but where attractive 
waiting facilities are needed. 
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Service information at bus stops 
Ideally, all bus stops should have timetable frames located from 1000mm to 1700mm above 
ground level which include current information on all services using the stop, with details of 
special services for passengers in wheelchairs at the bottom of the frame.  Where larger frames 
are required, the maximum height from the ground should be 1900mm, with the more important 
information not above 1700mm. 
 
Current bus service and timetable information at stops and shelters should be clearly visible at all 
times.  If surrounding street lighting is not adequate, lighting should be provided on the stop 
itself. 
 
For frequent local services, details of the route, destination and departure times from the stop 
may be adequate, but as some passengers will not be familiar with the service a full timetable 
and route diagram are more helpful, and are essential for longer routes or less regular services. 
 
Fare information helps passengers to have their exact fare ready. 
 
Details of other stopping points in the vicinity and routes serving them will avoid confusion and 
worry where routes cross or there is more than one stopping place. 
 
Lettered bus stops should be used where stops are split between different routes at complex 
junctions or picking-up points, with maps of locations, letter and route numbers displayed at each 
stop. 
 
Frequent changes to timetables will not be an excuse for failing to display current information, as 
the result will be a loss of passengers.  When a number of operators or services share the same 
stop, co-ordination and production of timetable displays will need to be co-ordinated. 
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ANNEX 6 Better Information for Bus Passengers –  
A Guide to Good Practice 

 
Published by Department of Transport, September 1996  
 
This document precedes traveline and Local Bus Information Strategies, but it is our 
understanding that it has not been generally superseded. 
 

Section on ‘Bus Stop and Bus Station Information Displays’ 
 
Many authorities have taken responsibility for bus stops and bus station information in order to 
avoid a proliferation of different flags, cases and posters ands to introduce discipline into the 
presentation of public information.  In other areas the responsibility remains with the operators.  
Agreement should be reached about respective responsibilities.  Whoever is responsible, 
information needs to be accurate, well presented, legible and well lit.  Market research shows 
that clear information at bus stops is highly rated by the public. 
 
• All stops should be clearly signed with the standard bus stop emblem in accordance with the 

Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions, and should exhibit the numbers of all routes 
serving the stop and the name of the stop, together - where appropriate - with the general 
direction of travel ("To Town Centre ", "To Hospital" for example). 

 
• Bus stops should, wherever- practicable, carry timetable information for all routes serving the 

stop.  Where routes run at high frequencies summary information showing times of first and 
last journeys, and service intervals may be acceptable and easier to comprehend. 

 
• Simple lists of departure times of buses using the stop or bus station stand are usually 

preferable to complete route timetables as the information relevant to that point is then easily 
extracted and assimilated.  Together with the times of departure, a list of the principal points 
served, times taken to get there and (if they can be simply presented) fares will be helpful and 
can often be neatly displayed alongside a schematic route diagram. 

 
• Where routes run on a hail and ride basis, without formal stops, service information should be 

displayed at suitable locations at the roadside. 
 
• In busy areas where services are split between several adjacent stops, clearly designed "where 

to board your bus" displays should be exhibited, and stops should be designated by identifying 
letters or numbers. 

 
• Printed information exhibited at stops should be in clearly legible type, placed at a height 

accessible to passengers of limited stature, and so positioned that it is well illuminated after 
dark. Every effort should be made to ensure that the information exhibited is up to date, and 
that in the event of it being stolen, torn or defaced it is speedily replaced. 

 
• Wherever practicable, information about ticket types, change-giving policies and "fares from 

this stop" should be exhibited. 
 
• The telephone number to ring for further information should be clearly displayed at each stop. 
 
• In bus stations and at other major interchanges, more comprehensive displays are desirable, 

including route maps and local street plans to help occasional users and visitors. 
 
• Section 6(2) of “Accessible Public Transport Infrastructure – Guidelines for the Design of 

Interchanges, Terminals and Stops” (a joint publication from the Department of Transport and 
the Passenger Transport Executive Group) sets out guidelines for service information at bus 
stops. For further detail contact the DoT’s Mobility Unit. 
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